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Abstract

v0

While there has been signi�cant work on parallel graph processing, there has been very surprisingly little work on highperformance hypergraph processing. This paper presents
a collection of e�cient parallel algorithms for hypergraph
processing, including algorithms for betweenness centrality, maximal independent set, k-core decomposition, hypertrees, hyperpaths, connected components, PageRank, and
single-source shortest paths. For these problems, we either
provide new parallel algorithms or more e�cient implementations than prior work. Furthermore, our algorithms are
theoretically-e�cient in terms of work and depth. To implement our algorithms, we extend the Ligra graph processing
framework to support hypergraphs, and our implementations bene�t from graph optimizations including switching
between sparse and dense traversals based on the frontier
size, edge-aware parallelization, using buckets to prioritize
processing of vertices, and compression. Our experiments
on a 72-core machine and show that our algorithms obtain
excellent parallel speedups, and are signi�cantly faster than
algorithms in existing hypergraph processing frameworks.
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(a) Hypergraph

(b) Bipartite representation

Figure 1. An example hypergraph representing the groups
{ 0 , 1 , 2 }, { 1 , 2 , 3 }, and { 0 , 3 }, and its bipartite representation.
represented as hyperedges, can contain an arbitrary number
of vertices. Hyperedges correspond to group relationships
among vertices (e.g., a community in a social network). An
example of a hypergraph is shown in Figure 1a.
Hypergraphs have been shown to enable richer analysis of structured data in various domains, such as protein
network analysis [76], machine learning [100], and image
processing [15, 27]. Various graph algorithms have been
extended to the hypergraph setting, and we list some examples of algorithms and their applications here. Betweenness centrality on hypergraphs has been used for hierarchical community detection [12] and measuring importance
of hypergraphs vertices [77]. k-core decomposition in hypergraphs can be applied to invertible Bloom lookup tables,
low-density parity-check codes, and set reconciliation [45].
PageRank and random walks on hypergraphs have been used
for image segmentation and spectral clustering and shown
to outperform graph-based methods [26, 27, 100]. Shortest
paths, hyperpaths, and hypertrees have been used for solving optimization problems [30, 70], satis�ability problems
and deriving functional dependencies in databases [30], and
modeling information spread and �nding important actors
in social networks [31]. Independent sets on hypergraphs
have been applied to routing problems [2] and determining
satis�ability of boolean formulas [48].
Although there are many applications of hypergraphs,
there has been little research on parallel hypergraph processing. The main contribution of this paper is a suite of e�cient
parallel hypergraph algorithms, including algorithms for
betweenness centrality, maximal independent set, k-core
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Introduction

A graph contains vertices and edges, where a vertex represents an entity of interest, and an edge between two vertices
represents an interaction between the two corresponding
entities. There has been signi�cant work on developing algorithms and programming frameworks for e�cient graph
processing due to their applications in various domains, such
as social network and Web analysis, cyber-security, and scienti�c computations. One limitation of modeling data using
graphs is that only binary relationships can be expressed, and
can lead to loss of information from the original data. Hypergraphs are a generalization of graphs where the relationships,
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decomposition, hypertrees, hyperpaths, connected components, PageRank, and single-source shortest paths. For these
problems, we provide either new parallel hypergraph algorithms (e.g., betweenness centrality and k-core decomposition) or more e�cient implementations than prior work. Additionally, we show that most of our algorithms are theoreticallye�cient in terms of their work and depth complexities.
We observe that our parallel hypergraph algorithms can
be implemented e�ciently by taking advantage of graph processing machinery. To implement our parallel hypergraph
algorithms, we made relatively simple extensions to the Ligra
graph processing framework [81] and we call the extended
framework Hygra. As with Ligra, Hygra is well-suited for
frontier-based algorithms, where small subsets of elements
(referred to as frontiers) are processed in parallel on each
iteration. We use a bipartite graph representation to store
hypergraphs, and use Ligra’s data structures for representing subsets of vertices and hyperedges as well as operators
for mapping application-speci�c functions over these elements. The operators for processing subsets of vertices and
hyperedges are theoretically-e�cient, which enables us to
implement parallel hypergraph algorithms with strong theoretical guarantees. Separating the operations on vertices
from operations on hyperedges is crucial for e�ciency and
requires carefully de�ning functions for vertices and hyperedges to preserve correctness. Hygra inherits from Ligra various optimizations developed for graphs, including switching
between di�erent traversal strategies based on the size of
the frontier (direction optimization), edge-aware parallelization, bucketing for prioritizing the processing of vertices,
and compression.
Our experiments on a variety of real-world and synthetic
hypergraphs show that our algorithms implemented in Hygra achieve good parallel speedup and scalability with respect to input size. On 72 cores with hyper-threading, we
achieve a parallel speedup of between 8.5–76.5x. We also
�nd that the direction optimization improves performance
for hypergraphs algorithms compared to using a single traversal strategy. Compared to HyperX [46] and MESH [41],
which are the only existing high-level programming frameworks for hypergraph processing that we are aware of, our
results are signi�cantly faster. For example, one iteration
of PageRank on the Orkut community hypergraph with 2.3
million vertices and 15.3 million hyperedges [59] takes 0.083s
on 72 cores and 3.31s on one thread in Hygra, while taking
1 minute on eight 12-core machines using MESH [41] and
10s using eight 4-core machines in HyperX [46]. Certain
hypergraph algorithms (hypertrees, connected components,
and single-source shortest paths) can be implemented correctly by expanding each hyperedge into a clique among
its member vertices and running the corresponding graph
algorithm on the resulting graph. We also compare with this
alternative approach by using the original Ligra framework
to process the clique-expanded graphs, and show the space
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usage and performance is signi�cantly worse than that of
Hygra (2.8x–30.6x slower while using 235x more space on
the Friendster hypergraph).
Our work shows that high-performance hypergraph processing can be done using just a single multicore machine,
on which we can process all existing publicly-available hypergraphs. Prior work has shown that graph processing
can be done e�ciently on just a single multicore machine
(e.g., [24, 25, 67, 69, 81, 87, 96, 101]), and this work extends
the observation to hypergraphs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work on graph and hypergraph processing. Section 3 describes hypergraph notation as well as the
computational model and parallel primitives that we use in
the paper. Section 4 introduces the Hygra framework. Section 5 describes our new parallel hypergraph algorithms
implemented using Hygra. Section 6 presents our experimental evaluation of our algorithms, and comparisons with
alternative approaches. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2

Related Work

Graph Processing. There has been signi�cant work on developing graph libraries and frameworks to reduce programming e�ort by providing high-level operators that capture
common algorithm design patterns (e.g., [19, 21, 22, 28, 33–
35, 38–40, 42, 47, 51, 56, 60, 61, 63–65, 68, 69, 71–73, 75, 78, 81,
84–87, 91, 94, 96, 99, 101], among many others; see [66, 79, 93]
for surveys). Many of these frameworks can process large
graphs e�ciently, but none of them directly support hypergraph processing.
Hypergraph Processing. As far as we know, HyperX [46]
and MESH [41] are the only existing high-level programming
frameworks for hypergraph processing, and they are built
for distributed memory on top of Spark [95]. Algorithms
are written using hyperedge programs and vertex programs
that are iteratively applied on hyperedges and vertices, respectively. HyperX stores hypergraphs using �xed-length tuples containing vertex and hyperedge identi�ers, and MESH
stores the hypergraph as a bipartite graph. HyperX includes
algorithms for random walks, label propagation, and spectral
learning. MESH includes PageRank, PageRank-Entropy (a
variant of PageRank that also computes the entropy of vertex ranks in each hyperedge), label propagation, and singlesource shortest paths. Both HyperX and MESH do work proportional to the entire hypergraph on every iteration, even if
few vertices/hyperedges are active, which makes them ine�cient for frontier-based hypergraph algorithms. The Chapel
HyperGraph Library [44] is a library for hypergraph processing that provides functions for accessing properties of
hypergraphs, but the interface is much lower-level than the
abstractions in HyperX, MESH, and Hygra. It has recently
been used to analyze DNS data [1].
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Hypergraphs are useful in modeling communication costs
in parallel machines, and partitioning can be used to minimize communication. There has been signi�cant work on
both sequential and parallel hypergraph partitioning algorithms (see, e.g., [17, 18, 23, 49, 52, 54, 89]). While we do
not consider the problem of hypergraph partitioning in this
paper, these techniques could potentially be used to improve
the locality of our algorithms.
Algorithms have been designed for a variety of problems
on hypergraphs, including random walks [27], shortest hyperpaths [3, 70], betweenness centrality [74], hypertrees [30],
connectivity [30], maximal independent sets [5, 9, 48, 50],
and k-core decomposition [45]. However, there have been
no e�cient parallel implementations of hypergraph algorithms, with the exception of [45], which provides a GPU
implementation for a special case of k-core decomposition.
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such that ? x = x for any x, and returns the array (?, ?
n 2 A[i]) as well as the overall
A[0], ? A[0] A[1], . . . , ? i=0
n
1
sum, ? i=0 A[i]. Filter takes an array A and a predicate f
and returns a new array containing a 2 A for which f (a) is
true, in the same order as in A. Scan and �lter take O(n) work
and O(log n) depth (assuming and f take O(1) work) [43].
A compare-and-swap CAS(&x, o, n) takes a memory location x and atomically updates the value at location x to n
if the value is currently o, returning true if it succeeds and
false otherwise. A fetch-and-add FAA(&x, n) takes a memory
location x, atomically returns the current value at x and then
increments the value at x by n. A �����M��(&x, n) takes a
memory location x, and a value n, and atomically updates x to
be the minimum of the value at x and n; it returns true if the
update was successful and false otherwise. We assume that
these operations take O(1) work and depth in our model, but
note that these operations can be simulated work-e�ciently
in logarithmic depth on weaker models [37].

Preliminaries

Hypergraph Notation. We denote an unweighted hypergraph by H (V , E), where V is the set of vertices and E is
the set of hyperedges. A weighted hypergraph is denoted
by H = (V , E, w), where w is a function that maps a hyperedge to a real value (its weight). The number of vertices in
a hypergraph is n = |V |, and the number of hyperedges
is ne = |E|. Vertices are assumed to be labeled from 0 to
n
1, and hyperedges from 0 to ne 1. For undirected
hypergraphs, we use deg(e) to denote the number of vertices
a hyperedge e 2 E contains (i.e., its cardinality), and deg( )
to denote the number of hyperedges that a vertex 2 V belongs to. In directed hypergraphs, hyperedges contain incoming vertices and outgoing vertices. For a hyperedge e 2 E,
we use N (e) and N + (e) to denote its incoming vertices
and outgoing vertices, respectively, and deg (e) = |N (e)|
and deg + (e) = |N + (e)|. We use N ( ) and N + ( ) to denote
the hyperedges that 2 V is an outgoing vertex and incoming vertex for, respectively, and deg ( ) = |N ( )| and
deg + ( ) Õ
= |N + ( )|. We denote the size |H | of a hypergraph to
be n + e 2E (deg (e) + deg + (e)), i.e., the number of vertices
plus the sum of the hyperedge cardinalities.

4

Hygra Framework

This section presents the interface and implementation of the
Hygra framework, which extends Ligra [81] to hypergraphs.
The Hygra interface is summarized in Table 1.
4.1

Interface

Hygra contains the basic VertexSet and HyperedgeSet data
structures, which are used to represent subsets of vertices
and hyperedges, respectively. V�����M�� takes as input a
boolean function F and a VertexSet U , applies F to all vertices
in U , and returns an output VertexSet containing all elements
from u 2 U such that F (u) = true. H��������M�� is an
analogous function for HyperedgeSets.
V�����P��� takes as input a hypergraph H , a VertexSet
U , and two boolean functions F and C. It applies F to all
pairs ( , e) such that 2 U , e 2 N + ( ), and C(e) = true
(call this subset of pairs P), and returns a HyperedgeSet
U 0 where e 2 U 0 if and only if ( , e) 2 P and F ( , e) =
true. H��������P��� takes as input a hypergraph H , a
HyperedgeSet U , and two boolean functions F and C. It
applies F to all pairs (e, ) such that e 2 U , 2 N + (e),
and C( ) = true (call this subset of pairs P), and returns
a VertexSet U 0 where 2 U 0 if and only if (e, ) 2 P and
F (e, ) = true. For weighted hypergraphs, the F function
takes the weight as the third argument.
We provide a function H��������F�����N�� that takes
as input a hypergraph H , a HyperedgeSet U , and a boolean
function C, and �lters out the incident vertices for each
hyperedge e 2 U such that C( ) = false. This mutates the hypergraph, so that future computations will not inspect these
vertices. H��������P���C���� takes as input a hypergraph H , a HyperedgeSet U , and a function F , and applies F
to each neighbor of U in parallel. The function F takes two
arguments, a vertex and the number of hyperedges in U

Computational Model. We use the work-depth model [43]
to analyze the theoretical e�ciency of algorithms. The work
of an algorithm is the number of operations used, and the
depth is the length of the longest sequence dependence. We
assume that concurrent reads and writes are supported.
By Brent’s scheduling theorem [14], an algorithm with
work W and depth D has overall running time W /P + D,
where P is the number of processors available. A parallel
algorithm is work-e�cient if its work asymptotically matches
that of the best sequential algorithm for the problem, which
is important since in practice the W /P term in the running
time often dominates.
Parallel Primitives. Scan takes an array A of length n, an
associative binary operator , and an identity element ?
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Interface
VertexSet
HyperedgeSet
V�����M��(U : VertexSet, F : vertex ! bool) :
VertexSet
H��������M��(U : HyperedgeSet,
F : hyperedge ! bool) : HyperedgeSet
V�����P���(H : hypergraph, U : VertexSet,
F : (vertex ⇥ hyperedge) ! bool,
C : hyperedge ! bool) : HyperedgeSet
H��������P���(H : hypergraph, U : HyperedgeSet,
F : (hyperedge ⇥ vertex) ! bool,
C : vertex ! bool) : VertexSet
H��������F�����N��(H : hypergraph,
U : HyperedgeSet, C : vertex ! bool)
H��������P���C����(H : hypergraph,
U : HyperedgeSet, F : vertex ⇥ int ! vertex ⇥ int) :
(vertex ⇥ int) array
M���B������(n : int, A : int array, I : ordering) :
buckets
N���B�����(B : buckets) : (int, VertexSet)
U�����B������(B : buckets, A : (vertex ⇥ int) array)

Julian Shun

Description
Represents a subset of vertices V 0 ✓ V .
Represents a subset of hyperedges E 0 ✓ E.

Applies F (u) for each u 2 U ; returns a VertexSet {u 2 U | F (u) = true}.

Applies F (u) for each u 2 U ; returns a HyperedgeSet {u 2 U | F (u) = true}.
Applies F ( , e) for each 2 U , e 2 N + ( ) where C(e) = true;
returns a HyperedgeSet {e | 2 U , e 2 N + ( ), C(e) = true, F ( , e) = true}.
Applies F (e, ) for each e 2 U , 2 N + (e) where C( ) = true;
returns a VertexSet { | e 2 U , 2 N + (e), C( ) = true, F (e, ) = true}.
For each e 2 U , removes all 2 N + (e) where C( ) = false
from the hypergraph.
Applies F to pairs ( , cnt), where 2 N + (U ) and cnt is the number of
hyperedges in U that is an outgoing vertex for; returns an array of
(vertex ⇥ int) pairs containing the non-null return values of applications of F .
Creates and returns a bucketing structure that iterates in order I storing
n vertices, where vertex is stored in bucket A[ ].
Returns the bucket number of the next bucket in B
and a VertexSet containing the vertices in that bucket.
For each ( , bkt) 2 A, moves vertex to bucket bkt in B.

Table 1. Summary of the Hygra interface.

information compared to the original hypergraph as the
groups of vertices in hyperedges are no longer distinguished.
Furthermore, the space required to store the resulting graph
can be signi�cantly higher than that of the original hypergraph [41, 46]. Another approach is to use a bipartite graph
representation with vertices in one partition and hyperedges
in the other, where each hyperedge connects to all vertices
belonging to it [41] (an example is shown in Figure 1b). This
is the approach that we adopt in this paper.
In the bipartite representation, there is an edge (u, ngh)
if u 2 V and ngh 2 N + (u), or u 2 E and ngh 2 N + (u). The
edges for each element are stored in an adjacency array. We
also store the incoming edges for each vertex and hyperedge
to enable the direction optimization that we discuss in Section 4.3. For weighted hypergraphs, we store the weights
interleaved with the edges in the bipartite representation for
cache locality. The hypergraph can be transposed using the
T�������� function, which swaps the roles of the incoming
and outgoing edges for all elements.
One implementation choice that we considered was to
directly pass bipartite graphs to the Ligra framework. However, this would either require hyperedges to have distinct
identi�ers from vertices, making it unnatural to index arrays
in the application code, or require mapping the hyperedge
identi�ers to the range [0, . . . , ne 1] on every array access,
leading to additional overhead on hyperedge accesses and

that is an outgoing vertex for, and returns a pair containing a vertex and an integer, either of which can be null (?).
The output of H��������P���C���� is an array of pairs
containing the non-null return values from applications of
F.
Hygra also supports the bucketing interface developed in
the Julienne framework [24]. Vertices are stored in buckets associated with bucket IDs, and algorithms can process buckets
in increasing or decreasing order. Vertices can be moved to
di�erent buckets during the computation. The M���B����
��� function takes a size, an integer array A, and an ordering,
and creates a bucketing structure B that stores each vertex
in bucket A[ ]. The N���B����� function takes a bucketing structure B and returns the next non-empty bucket in
the speci�ed ordering. The U�����B������ function takes
a bucketing structure B and an array of pairs ( , bkt), and
moves each vertex from its original bucket to the bucket
with ID bkt. Julienne actually groups multiple buckets together into an over�ow bucket and thus has a G��B�����
function determines the physical bucket from a logical bucket
ID, but for simplicity we will not use it in our discussion.
4.2 Implementation
A method for representing hypergraphs is to create a clique
among all pairs of vertices in each hyperedge and store the
result as a graph [41, 46]. However, this leads to a loss of
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more complicated application code. Instead, we modi�ed
the Ligra code to distinguish between vertices and hyperedges and represent them using identi�ers in the ranges
[0, . . . , n
1] and [0, . . . , ne 1], respectively. We borrow
existing data structures and functions from Ligra, which we
describe here for completeness.
VertexSets (HyperedgeSets) have two underlying implementations: a sparse integer array storing the IDs of the
elements in the set, and a dense boolean array of length |V |
(|E|) storing 1’s in the locations corresponding to the IDs of
the elements in the set, and 0’s everywhere else.
Implementing V�����M�� and H��������M�� simply
requires mapping the function over the input VertexSet or
HyperedgeSet, and applying a parallel �lter on the result.
Assuming that the function takes O(1) work (which is true in
all of our applications), the overall work is O(|U |) and depth
is O(log |U |) for an input set U .
V�����P��� and H��������P��� map the C function
over the outgoing edges of the input set and for the edges
that return true, applies the F function in parallel. A parallel
scan is applied over the degrees of elements in the input
to determine o�sets into an array storing the neighbors. A
parallel �lter is applied over the neighbors of F to obtain the
output set. For an input set U , and functions F and C that
take O(1) work
Õ(which is true in all of our applications), this
takes O(|U | + u 2U deg + (u)) work and O(log |H |) depth. We
can remove duplicates from the output in the same bounds.
H��������F�����N�� can be implemented by inspecting
all neighbors of each hyperedge in the input HyperedgeSet
in parallel and using a parallel �lter to remove the vertices
not satisfying C. This takes the same work and depth as
H��������P���. H��������P���C���� requires the same
work and depth bounds as H��������P��� as the counts
can be implemented using fetch-and-adds or a semisort [36].
We refer the reader to [24] for implementation details of
the bucketing structure. For the complexity of bucketing, we
will use the following lemma from [24]:

a constant fraction (1/20 in our experiments) of the sum of
in-degrees of hyperedges (which preserves work-e�ciency),
and the sparse traversal otherwise. The sum of out-degrees
is computed using a parallel scan. We have an analogous
implementation for H��������P���. The sparse traversals
use the sparse set representation, and the dense traversals
uses the dense set representation. The input set is converted
between the representations based on the traversal type.
For the dense traversals, instead of simply mapping over
the vertices with a parallel-for loop, we added an edgeaware parallelization scheme that creates tasks containing
a roughly equal number of edges that are managed by the
work-stealing scheduler [98]. We found this optimization to
signi�cantly improve load balancing for hypergraphs with
highly-skewed degree distributions.
As in Ligra, we also provide a push-based dense traversal
that densely represents the input set but loops over their outgoing edges, instead of over incoming edges of all vertices.
For V�����P��� and H��������P���, we use optimized
versions that do not remove duplicates that can be used if
the program guarantees that no duplicates will be generated in the output. When the output of V�����M��, H�����
����M��, V�����P���, and H��������P��� is not needed,
we use optimized implementations that do not call �lter.
To reduce memory usage, Hygra supports compression of
the underlying bipartite graph using the compression code
from Ligra [83]. The neighbors of vertices and hyperedges
are compressed using variable-length codes, and decoded onthe-�y when accessed in V�����P��� and H��������P���.

5

Parallel Hypergraph Algorithms

We have designed a collection of parallel hypergraph algorithms using Hygra: betweenness centrality (BC), maximal
independent set (MIS), k-core decomposition, hypertrees, hyperpaths, connected components (CC), PageRank, and singlesource shortest paths (SSSP). Our algorithms for betweenness
centrality and k-core decomposition are new, while the connected components, PageRank, and single-source shortest
paths algorithms are more e�cient variants of previously
described hypergraph algorithms [41, 46] and are similar
to the corresponding graph algorithms in Ligra. The hypertrees and hyperpaths algorithms are similar to parallel
breadth-�rst search on graphs. The maximal independent
set algorithm is the �rst practical implementation for �nding
maximal independent sets in hypergraphs. We provide pseudocode for several of the algorithms and the pseudocode uses
partially evaluated functions, i.e., invoking a function with
fewer than all of its arguments gives a function that takes
the remaining arguments as input. The reader may skip any
of the algorithms in this section without loss of continuity.

Lemma 1 ([24]). For n identi�ers, T total buckets, K calls
to U�����B������, each of which updates a set Si of identi�ers, and L calls to N���B�����, bucketing takes O(n + T +
ÕK
i=0 |S i |) expected work and O((K + L) log n) depth with high
probability.
4.3 Optimizations
V�����P��� and H��������P��� uses the direction optimization [6, 81] to switch between a sparse traversal (described in Section 4.2) and a dense traversal based on the
size of the input VertexSet or HyperedgeSet and the sum of
its out-degrees. For V�����P���, the dense traversal loops
over all hyperedges e in parallel, checking if they satisfy
the C function, and if so applying F on its incoming edges
serially, stopping once C(e) returns false. We use the dense
traversal when the input set and sum of its out-degrees is
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represent vertices and hyperedges at equal distance from
the source as frontiers using VertexSets and HyperedgeSets,
and process each frontier in parallel. We split the updates
in the forward phase into separate update steps for vertices
and hyperedges, so that each hyperedge only needs to be
expanded once, giving linear work. The backward phase processes the frontiers in decreasing distance from the source,
using fetch-and-adds to update the ˆs and s• values. Computing exact BC scores would require running the algorithm
from all sources, although in practice a subset of sources are
used to compute approximate BC scores [4, 32]. As far as we
know, this is the �rst parallel BC algorithm on hypergraphs.
Our algorithm also uses direction optimization, in contrast
to the original sequential algorithm of Puzis et al. [74].
The pseudocode for our BC algorithm from a single source
is shown in Algorithm 1. We initialize auxiliary arrays as
well as the DependenciesV array storing the �nal dependency
scores on Lines 1–6. The forward phase of the algorithm is
shown on Lines 22–37. We �rst set the number of paths
for the source vertex to 1, mark it as visited, and place it
on the initial frontier, represented as a VertexSet (Lines 22–
23). While there are still reachable hyperedges and vertices,
we repeatedly propagate the number of paths from vertices
to hyperedges via V�����P��� on Line 27 and from hyperedges to vertices via H��������P��� on Line 31. The
function P���U����� (Lines 8–9) passed to V�����P���
and H��������P��� increments the number of paths of a
successor element using a fetch-and-add. In contrast to [74],
we �rst gather the number of paths at a hyperedge from all
of its predecessor vertices before passing it to its successor
vertices. In this way, a hyperedge only needs to visit each of
its successor vertices once, passing the sum of all contributions from predecessor vertices. Duplicates in the output do
not need to be removed as P���U����� returns true only for
the �rst update on the target. The C���� function (Lines 10–
11) passed to V�����P��� and H��������P��� guarantees
that only unexplored vertices and hyperedges are visited.
We mark visited hyperedges and vertices on Lines 29 and 33,
respectively, to ensure that each hyperedge and vertex is visited at most once. Each frontier that is explored is placed in
the Levels array, so that we can explore them in a backward
fashion in the second phase of the algorithm.
The backward phase of the algorithm is shown on Lines 35–
44. We reuse the arrays VisitedV and VisitedE (Line 35). We
transpose the hypergraph (Line 36) and explore the frontiers
from the �rst phase in a backward fashion. Line 40 uses a
V�����M�� with the V����V�����B��� function (Lines 14–
16) to mark vertices on the frontier as visited and add 1 to
their dependency score, as required in Equation 2. Line 41
uses a V�����P��� with the V��E function (Lines 17–18)
on predecessors (obtained by considering unexplored vertices via the C���� function), which implements Equation 1.
Line 43 marks hyperedges on the frontier as visited with

Betweenness Centrality

The betweenness centrality (BC) [29] of a vertex measures
the fraction of shortest paths between all pairs of vertices
that pass through . In this paper, we consider BC on unweighted hypergraphs, although the de�nition extends to
weighted hypergraphs. More formally, let s,t be the number of shortest paths between vertices s and t, s,t ( ) be the
number of shortest paths between s and t that pass through
, and s,t ( ) = s,t ( )/ s,tÕ. The betweenness centrality
of vertex is de�ned to be s, ,t 2V s,t ( ). Brandes [13]
presents a sequential algorithm for computing BC on graphs
that takes O(|V ||E|) work, where each vertex does a forward traversal to compute the number of shortest paths from
to every other vertex, and a backward traversal to compute the betweenness centrality contributions for all vertices
from shortest paths starting at . Each traversal takes O(|E|)
work. Brandes
de�nes the dependency of a vertex s on as
Õ
s• ( ) = t 2V s,t ( ), and the traversals from s compute s•
values for all other vertices. The betweenness centrality of a
Õ
vertex will then be s 2V s• ( ). This algorithm has been
parallelized in the literature (see, e.g., [69, 81, 88, 90]).
Puzis et al. [74] present a sequential algorithm for computing betweenness centrality in hypergraphs based on Brandes’ algorithm. In the forward phase, a breadth-�rst searchlike procedure is run, generating a predecessor set for each
vertex and hyperedge containing all elements in the previous level of the search. Let PV ( ) be the predecessor hyperedges of vertex and P E (e) be the predecessor vertices
of hyperedgeÕe for the search from source s. s, will be
computed as u 2P E (e) : e 2PV ( ) s,u . This phase takes O(n +
Õ
+
e 2E (deg (e) · deg (e))) work as each hyperedge is expanded
once per incoming vertex. Note that this work complexity
can be super-linear in the size of the hypergraph. The backward phase computes the dependency scores by iteratively
propagating values from vertices to their predecessor hyperedges, and from hyperedges to their predecessor vertices
starting from the furthest elements from the source. The
update equation for a hyperedge e is shown in Equation 1
and for a vertex is shown in Equation 2.
ˆs (e) =
s• (

)=1+

’

s• (

)

(1)

( s, · ˆs (e))

(2)

: e 2PV ( )

e :

’

2P E (e)

s,

By separating the vertex and hyperedge updates, each
hyperedge and vertex only needs to be processed once, and
the total work of the backward phase is O(|H |). Puzis et
al. [74] also propose a heuristic for merging vertices belonging to only a single hyperedge together, but the theoretical
complexity remains the same.
In this section, we present a new parallel BC algorithm on
hypergraphs that takes linear work per source vertex. We
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for BC in Hygra
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

sizes of all frontiers plus their out-degrees will be O(|H |). As
V�����P��� and H��������P��� do work proportional to
the size of the input set plus the sum of its out-degrees, the
overall work performed by the algorithm is O(|H |), which
is work-e�cient. Each call to V�����P��� and H���������
P��� takes O(log |H |) depth, and so the overall depth is
O(D log |H |) where D is the diameter of the hypergraph. The
backward phase processes each frontier exactly once, giving
the same work and depth bounds. Thus, the overall work is
O(|H |) and depth is O(D log |H |).

NumPathsV = {0, . . . , 0}
NumPathsE = {0, . . . , 0}
VisitedV = {0, . . . , 0}
VisitedE = {0, . . . , 0}
DependenciesV = {0, . . . , 0}
DependenciesE = {0, . . . , 0}
Levels = []
procedure P���U�����(NumPathsSrc, NumPathsDst, s, d )
return (FAA(&NumPathsDst[d], NumPathsSrc[s]) == 0)
procedure C����(Visited, i)
return (Visited[i] == 0)
procedure V����(Visited, i)
Visited[i] = 1
procedure V����V�����B���( )
Visited[ ] = 1
DependenciesV [ ]+=1
procedure V��E( , e)
FAA(&DependenciesE[e], DependenciesV [ ]/NumPathsV [ ])

5.2

Maximal Independent Set

Given an undirected, unweighted hypergraph, an independent set is a subset of vertices U ✓ V such that no hyperedge
has all of its incident vertices in U . In a graph, this de�nition is equivalent to the condition that no two vertices in an
independent set are neighbors, although this does not hold
for hypergraphs (a hyperedge may have multiple incident
vertices included in an independent set as long as not all of
its incident vertices are included). A maximal independent
set (MIS) is an independent set that is not contained in a
larger independent set. Finding maximal independent sets
in parallel has been widely studied for graphs, and there exists linear-work parallel algorithms for the problem [10, 62].
However, the problem is much harder to solve on hypergraphs, and the total work of known parallel algorithms is
super-linear [5, 9, 48, 50]. These algorithms have only been
described in theory, and as far as we know, there have been
no implementations of parallel MIS algorithms on hypergraphs.
This paper implements a variant of the Beame-Luby MIS
algorithm [5], which is a core component of a more recent
algorithm by Bercea et al. [9]. The algorithm is iterative and
performs the following steps in each iteration:
(1) Generate a sample of vertices I , each sampled with probability p = 1/(2d+1 ), where d = maxe 2E de (e) and is
the normalized degree as de�ned in [5, 9].
(2) For any hyperedge e that has all of its vertices in I , remove all vertices in e from I .
(3) Add the remaining vertices in I to the MIS and delete
them from V .
(4) Remove the vertices in I from all remaining hyperedges.
(5) Remove hyperedges whose vertices is a subset of another
hyperedge’s vertices.
(6) Remove hyperedges that contain only one vertex, and
remove those vertices from V .
Our implementation picks vertices with a constant probability p = 1/3 as we found that it performs better in practice,
and does not perform Step (5), which is not needed for correctness. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2.
Our implementation uses a Flags array to represent the
status of vertices, with a value of Flags[ ] = 0 meaning
that is undecided, Flags[v] = 1 indicating that is not

19: procedure E��V(e, )
20:
FAA(&DependenciesV [ ], DependenciesE[e] ⇥ NumPathsV [ ])

21: procedure BC(H , src)
. src is the source vertex
22:
NumPathsV [src] = 1, VisitedV [src] = 1
23:
VertexSet FrontierV = {src }
24:
HyperedgeSet FrontierE = { }
25:
currLevel = 0
26:
while (true) do
27:
FrontierE = V�����P���(H, FrontierV,
P���U�����(NumPathsV, NumPathsE), C����(VisitedE))
28:
if |FrontierE | == 0 then break
29:
H��������M��(FrontierE, V����(VisitedE))
30:
Levels[currLevel++] = FrontierE
31:
FrontierV = H��������P���(H, FrontierE,
P���U�����(NumPathsE, NumPathsV ), C����(VisitedV ))
32:
if |FrontierV | == 0 then break
33:
V�����M��(FrontierV, V����(VisitedV ))
34:
Levels[currLevel++] = FrontierV
35:
VisitedV = {0, . . . , 0}, VisitedE = {0, . . . , 0}
36:
T��������(H )
37:
currLevel = currLevel 1
38:
while currLevel 0 do
39:
FrontierV = Levels[currLevel--]
40:
V�����M��(FrontierV, V����V�����B���)
41:
V�����P���(H, FrontierV, V��E, C����(VisitedE))
42:
FrontierE = Levels[currLevel--]
43:
H��������M��(FrontierE, V����(VisitedE))
44:
H��������P���(H, FrontierE, E��V, C����(VisitedV ))
45:
return DependenciesV

a H��������M��. Finally, Line 44 implements the sum in
Equation 2 with the E��V function (Lines 19–20) on predecessors.
Analysis. We analyze the complexity for a single source vertex. In the forward phase of BC, each vertex and hyperedge
will appear in at most one frontier because once a vertex
or hyperedge has been visited, its VisitedV or VisitedE entry will be marked, and it will fail the check by the C����
function in subsequent iterations. Therefore the sum of the
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for MIS in Hygra

the hyperedges where this is true, and we unmark the Flags
values of their vertices on Line 31 using H��������P���
with the R����N�� function (Lines 7–8). On Line 32, we
remove vertices that have been selected in the MIS from the
hyperedges using H��������F�����N�� with the F�����V
function (Lines 9–10), so that we do not need to process them
in future rounds. Line 33 updates the hyperedge frontier by
�ltering out hyperedges with cardinality 0 and 1 using the
F�����E function (Lines 11–14). For hyperedges with cardinality 1 we mark their only vertex (ngh0 ) as not being in the
MIS. Line 34 updates the vertex frontier with the F�����V
function by �ltering out vertices whose status has already
been decided. The algorithm terminates when the status of
all vertices have been decided, at which point FrontierV will
be empty.

1: Flags = {0, . . . , 0}
2: Counts = {0, . . . , 0}
3: procedure S�����(round, )
4:
With probability p, set Flags[ ] = round
5: procedure C����(e, )
6:
FAA(&Counts[e], 1)

7: procedure R����N��(e, )
8:
Flags[ ] = 0

9: procedure F�����V( )
10:
return (Flags[ ] == 0)

11: procedure F�����E(e)
12:
if (deg(e) == 1 and Flags[ngh0 (e)] == 0) then
13:
Flags[ngh0 (e)] = 1

14:

return (deg(e) > 1)

15: procedure I��(e)
16:
return (Counts[e] == deg(e))

5.3 k-core Decomposition

17: procedure R����(e)
18:
Counts[e] = 0

For an undirected, unweighted hypergraph, a k-core is a
maximal connected sub-hypergraph where every vertex has
induced degree at least k. The coreness problem is to compute
for each vertex the largest value of k for which it is part of the
k-core. A simple parallel algorithm for coreness iteratively
removes all vertices with degree at most k along with their
incident hyperedges starting with k = 0, assigning removed
vertices a coreness value of k, and incrementing k when all
remaining vertices have induced degree greater than k [45].
Since each iteration requires scanning over all remaining
vertices, this algorithm requires a total of O(|H | + |V |) work,
where is the number of iterations required by the algorithm,
also known as the peeling complexity [24].
This section presents a new linear-work algorithm for
computing coreness on hypergraphs based on the linearwork algorithm for graphs by Dhulipala et al. [24]. We have
also implemented the O(|H | + |V |) work coreness algorithm
in Hygra, and compare the performance of the O( |H |) work
algorithm and the work-e�cient algorithm in Section 6. To
obtain work-e�ciency, our algorithm uses the bucketing
data structure described in Section 4. The pseudocode of our
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
An array D is initialized with the degrees of the vertices
(Line 1). This array will keep track of the induced degrees of
the vertices, and also store the �nal coreness value of the vertices. An array Flags (Line 2) is used to keep track of whether
a hyperedge has been deleted (0 means not deleted and 1
means deleted). Line 13 initializes the bucketing structure,
specifying that they should be processed in increasing order.
Line 15 gets the next non-empty bucket in increasing order,
and returns k, which corresponds to the current k-core being processed, as well as vertices with degree at most k in a
VertexSet FrontierV . Line 17 marks the neighboring vertices
of FrontierV as deleted using V�����P��� with the functions R�����H�������� (Lines 3–4) and C����R������
(Lines 5–6). Hyperedges that are deleted will be returned in
the HyperedgeSet FrontierE, and duplicates do not need to

19: procedure C����F(round , )
20:
return (Flags[ ] == round)

21: procedure MIS(H )
1}
. all vertices
22:
VertexSet FrontierV = {0, . . . , n
. all hyperedges
23:
HyperedgeSet FrontierE = {0, . . . , n e 1}
24:
round = 1
25:
while ( |FrontierV | > 0) do
26:
round++
27:
V�����M��(FrontierV, S�����(round))
28:
H��������M��(FrontierE, R����)
29:
H��������P���(H, FrontierE, C����, C����F(round))
30:
HyperedgeSet FullEdges = H��������M��(FrontierE, I��)
31:
H��������P���(H, FullEdges, R����N��, C����F(round))
32:
H��������F�����N��(H, FrontierE, F�����V)
33:
FrontierE = H��������M��(FrontierE, F�����E)
34:
FrontierV = V�����M��(FrontierV, F�����V)
35:
return Flags

in the MIS, and any other value indicating that is in the
MIS. Flags is initialized to all 0’s on Line 1. We also initialize an auxiliary array Counts, which will be used to count
the number of incident vertices of hyperedges selected in
the random sample (Line 2). We create initial frontiers containing all vertices and hyperedges (FrontierV and FrontierE
on Lines 22–23). We also keep track of the round number
(Lines 24 and 26). Line 27 uses a V�����M�� with the function S����� (Lines 3–4) to sample vertices by marking their
Flags value with the round number with probability p. We
reset the Counts values for hyperedges on the frontier on
Line 28. On Line 29, we count for each hyperedge the number of its vertices that were selected in the sample for this
round using H��������P��� with the C���� (Lines 5–6)
and C����F (Lines 19–20) functions. We then check which
hyperedges had all of their vertices selected in the sample
on Line 30 with a H��������M�� with the I�� function
that checks if the count is equal to the hyperedge’s cardinality (Lines 15–16). The HyperedgeSet FullEdges contains
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Algorithm 3 Pseudocode for Coreness in Hygra
1: D = {deg( 0 ), . . . , deg( n 1 )}
2: Flags = {0, . . . , 0}
3: procedure R�����H��������( , e)
4:
return CAS(&Flags[e], 0, 1)

The predecessor of a hyperedge is a vertex, and vice versa.
The sequential algorithm for generating hypertrees is similar
to a breadth-�rst search, and takes linear work in the size
of the hypergraph [30]. Vertices are visited in order of their
distance from the source, and each hyperedge is processed
only the �rst time that a vertex visits it.
A parallel algorithm can be obtained by processing all vertices or hyperedges at the same distance from the source in
parallel. This algorithm can be naturally implemented in Hygra using the V�����P��� and H��������P��� functions.
The frontier of vertices or hyperedges at the same distance
from src are maintained using VertexSets and HyperedgeSets. The algorithm is similar to Ligra’s parallel breadth-�rst
search implementation.
Each vertex and hyperedge will appear in at most one
frontier and therefore the sum of the sizes of all frontiers
plus their out-degrees is O(|H |). As V�����P��� and H�����
����P��� do work proportional to the size of the input set
plus the sum of its out-degrees, the overall work performed
by the algorithm is O(|H |), which is work-e�cient. Each
call to V�����P��� and H��������P��� takes O(log |H |)
depth, and so the overall depth is O(D log |H |) where D is
the diameter of the hypergraph.

. initialized to vertex degrees
. initialized to all 0

5: procedure C����R������(e)
6:
return (Flags[e] == 0)

7: procedure U�����D(k , , numNghs)
8:
if D[ ] > k then
9:
D[ ] = max (D[ ] numNghs, k )
10:
return ( , D[ ])
11:
else return (?, ?)

12: procedure C�������(H )
13:
B = M���B������(n , D, I���������), �nished = 0
14:
while (�nished < n ) do
15:
(k, VertexSet FrontierV ) = N���B�����(B)
16:
�nished+= |FrontierV |
17:
HyperedgeSet FrontierE = V�����P���(H, FrontierV,
R�����H��������, C����R������)
18:
Moved = H��������P���C����(H, FrontierE, U�����D(k ))
19:
U�����B������(B, Moved)
20:
return D

be removed, since the CAS on Line 4 will return true exactly
once per hyperedge. On Line 18, we update the induced degrees of the vertices due to the removal of hyperedges using
a H��������P���C����. The U�����D function (Lines 7–
11) will decrement the induced degree of each vertex by
its number of neighbors in FrontierE (numNghs), and set it
to k if it falls below k, since this means will have a coreness value of k. U�����D returns a pair indicating the target
bucket of the vertex , which is its new induced degree D[ ]
(Line 10). For vertices whose coreness value have already
been determined, the null pair (?, ?) is returned (Line 11).
The non-null pairs are stored in the Moved array output by
H��������P���C����. Line 19 moves the vertices to new
buckets using U�����B������ with the Moved array as input. The algorithm terminates when all vertices have been
extracted from the bucket structure and processed.
Analysis. Each hyperedge will place each of its incident
vertices in the Moved array only when it is deleted. Therefore Õ
the total size of the sets passed to U�����B������
is O( e 2E deg(e)). The number of identi�ers in the bucket
structure is n and the number of buckets is at most the
maximum vertex degree, which is O(ne ). The total number
of calls to U�����B������ and N���B����� is the peeling
complexity . Using Lemma 1, we obtain an expected work
of O(|H |) and depth of O( log |H |) with high probability.
5.4

5.5

Hyperpaths

Given an unweighted hypergraph and a source vertex src, a
hyperpath tree is a maximal hypergraph containing all vertices reachable from src via cycle-free paths (i.e., no vertex
appears in more than one hyperedge along any particular
path) [30]. The sequential algorithm for computing hyperpath trees [30] visits a hyperedge only when all incoming
vertices of the hyperedge have visited it (instead of the �rst
time an incoming vertex visits it). The algorithm takes linear
work in the size of the hypergraph.
We implement a parallel algorithm for computing a hyperpath tree in Hygra, which requires minor changes to our
hypertree algorithm so that a hyperedge is added to a frontier only when all of its incoming vertices have visited it.
The overall work of the algorithm is O(|H |) and depth is
O(L log |H |), where L is the length of the longest simple path
in the resulting hyperpath tree.
5.6

Connected Components

Given an undirected, unweighted hypergraph, a connected
component is a maximal set of vertices that can all reach
one another via incident hyperedges. The label propagation
technique can be used to compute the connected components
of a hypergraph [41, 46]. The idea is to initialize vertices with
unique IDs and iteratively propagate IDs of vertices to their
neighbors, having each vertex store the minimum ID among
the IDs that it receives and its own. At convergence, the IDs
on the vertices partition them into connected components.
We implement the label propagation algorithm in Hygra,
but we note that there are more e�cient parallel algorithms

Hypertrees

Given an unweighted hypergraph and a source vertex src,
a hypertree contains all vertices and hyperedges reachable
from src [30]. An algorithm that computes a hypertree outputs predecessor arrays for vertices and hyperedges, which
specify one of its predecessors in a shortest path from src.
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for connected components for graphs (e.g., [80, 82]) that
could be applied to hypergraphs. Our implementation iteratively propagates vertex IDs to hyperedges and hyperedge
IDs to vertices using V�����P��� and H��������P���, respectively, with the �����M�� function until the frontier
becomes empty. The output frontier of V�����P��� and
H��������P��� contain only the elements whose IDs have
changed. The vertex IDs are initialized to be unique integers,
and the hyperedge IDs are initialized to 1. Each iteration of
the algorithm takes O(|H |) work and O(log |H |) depth as the
calls to V�����P��� and H��������P��� could potentially
process all vertices and hyperedges. For a hypergraph with
diameter D, the overall work is O(D|H |) and overall depth
is O(D log |H |).
5.7

algorithm for hypergraphs in Hygra based on the BellmanFord algorithm for SSSP on graphs [20].
The algorithm initializes tentative shortest path distances
(SP) of all vertices and hyperedges to 1, except for the source
vertex which has a distance of 0. Each iteration processes
the active vertices, which are the vertices whose SP value
changed in the previous iteration. Initially, only the source
vertex is active. On each iteration, the algorithm calls V���
���P��� with a R���� function, which uses �����M�� to
update the SP values of all hyperedges with active incoming
vertices to the minimum of their original SP value and the SP
value of the incoming vertex plus the weight of the hyperedge. It then calls H��������P��� to update the SP values
of outgoing vertices of hyperedges that were just updated
using the same R���� procedure. If no SP values change
in an iteration then the shortest path distances have been
found, and the algorithm terminates. If the algorithm hasn’t
terminated after n
1 iterations, then that means there is
a negative weight cycle, and the algorithm reports this and
terminates. The work of this algorithm is O(n |H |) as each
iteration can process all vertices and hyperedges, and the
depth is O(n log |H |).

PageRank

PageRank is an algorithm for computing the importance
of vertices in a graph [16], and can be extended to hypergraphs [8, 41, 46]. We consider PageRank on unweighted,
connected hypergraphs. The following update equations de�nes the algorithm for a damping factor 0   1:
PR[ ] =

1

n

PR[e] =

+

’

e 2N ( )

’

2N (e)

PR[e]
de + (e)

PR[ ]
de + ( )

(3)

6

Experimental Setup. We run all of our experiments on a 72core Dell PowerEdge R930 (with two-way hyper-threading)
with four 2.4GHz 18-core E7-8867 v4 Xeon processors, each
with a 45MB cache. The machine has a total of 1TB of RAM.
Our programs use Cilk Plus [58] for parallelism and are compiled with the g++ compiler (version 5.5.0) with the -O3 �ag.
By using Cilk’s work-stealing scheduler we are able obtain
an expected running time of W /P + O(D) for an algorithm
with W work and D depth on P processors [11]. Hygra also
supports compilation with OpenMP.
For the parallel experiments, we use the command numactl
-i all to balance the memory allocations across the sockets. All of the parallel speedup numbers that we report are
based on the running time on 72-cores with hyper-threading
compared to the running time on a single thread.

(4)

Vertices spread their ranks equally to hyperedges for which
they are incoming vertices for in Equation 4, and hyperedges
spread their ranks equally to outgoing vertices in Equation 3.
The update equations are applied iteratively until some convergence criterion is met (e.g., a maximum number of iterations is reached or the error falls below some threshold).
We implement PageRank in Hygra by iteratively calling
V�����P��� to pass PageRank values from vertices to hyperedges and H��������P��� to pass PageRank values from
hyperedges to vertices. We also use V�����M�� to normalize
the PageRank scores as required in Equation 3, and use V���
���M�� and H��������M�� to reset arrays. We can also implement the PageRank-Entropy algorithm from MESH [41],
which computes the entropy of the ranks of vertices in each
hyperedge. This can be done with a V�����P��� call that
passes the entropy contribution of each vertex’s rank to each
hyperedge that it is an incoming vertex for.
Each iteration of PageRank (and PageRank-Entropy) processes all vertices and hyperedges using V�����P��� and
H��������P���. Therefore, the per-iteration work is O(|H |)
and depth is O(log |H |).
5.8

Experiments

Data Sets. Our input hypergraphs are shown in Table 2. comOrkut and Friendster are constructed using the community
data from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection
(SNAP) [59], where each community is a hyperedge containing its members as vertices. These are the largest realworld datasets used by prior work on hypergraph processing [41, 46]. We also include three larger real-world datasets,
orkut-groups, Web, and LiveJournal, which are constructed
from bipartite graphs from the Koblenz Network Collection (KONECT) [55]. To test on larger inputs, we also constructed synthetic random hypergraphs. Rand1 and Rand2
have 108 and 109 vertices/hyperedges, respectively, where
the cardinality of each hyperedge is 10 and its member
vertices are chosen uniformly at random. Rand3 has 107

Single-Source Shortest Paths

Given a weighted hypergraph and a source vertex src, the
goal of single-source shortest paths (SSSP) is to compute the
distance of the shortest path from src to every other reachable
vertex in the hypergraph. We implement a parallel SSSP
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Hypergraph
com-Orkut
Friendster
Orkut-group
Web
LiveJournal
Rand1
Rand2
Rand3

|V |

⇥106

2.32
7.94 ⇥106
2.78 ⇥106
2.77 ⇥107
3.20 ⇥106
108
109
107

|E |

⇥107

1.53
1.62 ⇥106
8.73 ⇥106
1.28 ⇥107
7.49 ⇥106
108
109
107
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Õ

e 2E

deg(e)
⇥108

1.07
2.35 ⇥107
3.27 ⇥108
1.41 ⇥108
1.12 ⇥108
109
1010
109

max deg( )
2V

2958
1700
40425
1.1 ⇥106
300
34
35
153

max deg(e)

Num. peeling rounds ( )

Num. clique-expanded edges

9120
9299
3.18⇥105
1.16⇥107
1.05⇥106
10
10
100

1698
351
2923
3.18 ⇥105
820
30
33
109

3.87 ⇥1010
5.53 ⇥109
2.45 ⇥1012
1.06 ⇥1014
2.7 ⇥1012
4.45 ⇥109
4.5 ⇥1010
4.95 ⇥1010

e 2E

Table 2. Hypergraph inputs.

vertices/hyperedges, and the cardinality of each hyperedge
is 100 with its member vertices chosen uniformly at random. For input size scalability experiments, we also generated random hypergraphs with varying sizes and hyperedge cardinalities. For SSSP, we use weighted versions of
the hypergraphs with random hyperedge weights from 1 to
blog2 (max (n , nh ))c. The inputs are all undirected.

Running time (seconds)

1000

Results. Table 3 shows the sequential and parallel running
times of our algorithms, as well as their parallel speedup. The
BC times are for a single source, and PageRank times are for
1 iteration. For k-core, we include times for both the worke�cient (WE) version and the work-ine�cient (WI) version.
We did not include hyperpaths in our experiments because
the hyperpaths found in the inputs are too small to give
meaningful running times. For the Orkut-group, Web, and
LiveJournal inputs, we used the edge-aware parallelization
scheme due to their highly skewed degree distributions.
Overall, the algorithms get good parallel speedup, ranging from 8.5–76.5x, and the parallel times on the real-world
inputs are usually under 1 second. The random hypergraphs
are larger than hypergraphs used in prior work, and we are
able to achieve parallel running times on the order of seconds
for Rand1 and Rand3 and tens of seconds for Rand2. The
lower speedups for k-core on the real-world inputs are due
to the large number of peeling rounds (see Table 2), many of
which have few active vertices and hyperedges.
We see that our work-e�cient k-core algorithm is usually
much faster than the work-ine�cient version, by a factor
of up to 733x in parallel, as it does less work. The bene�t
is higher for the inputs with more peeling rounds (e.g., the
Web hypergraph).
Figure 2 shows the running time vs. number of threads
for all of the algorithms on Rand1. We see good parallel
scalability for all of the algorithms, with speedups ranging
from 31–53x on 72 cores with hyper-threading.
Figure 3 shows the running time vs. hyperedge count
for all of the algorithms on random hypergraphs with 107
vertices and cardinality-10 hyperedges (we also tried �xing
the vertex and hyperedge count and varying the cardinality,
and found similar trends). We see a near-linear increase in
running time on all of the algorithms except hypertree and
k-core, which have a sub-linear increase. For hypertree, the
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Figure 2. Running time vs. number of threads on Rand1.
“72h” refers to 144 hyper-threads.
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Figure 3. Running time vs. number of hyperedges on 72
cores with hyper-threading.
number of edges traversed increases sub-linearly due to the
direction optimization that avoids many edge traversals. For
k-core, the peeling complexity, and hence running time, does
not increase linearly with the number of hyperedges.
Figures 4 and 5 show the impact of the direction optimization on com-Orkut and LiveJournal. We plot the running
time using all sparse traversals, all dense traversals, and hybrid traversals with the default threshold of 1/20 fraction of
the sum of in-degrees of the hyperedges for V�����P���
and sum of in-degrees of vertices for H��������P���. For
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com-Orkut
Algorithm T1 T72h SU
Hypertree
BC
CC
PageRank
SSSP
MIS
WE k -core
WI k-core

1.04
5.31
7.87
3.31
8.81
7.73
7.09
33.9

0.031
0.12
0.162
0.083
0.157
0.227
0.738
1.88

33.5
44.3
48.6
39.9
56.1
34.1
9.61
18.0

Friendster
T1 T72h SU
0.803
2.7
3.34
0.941
3.54
3.26
2.09
9.72

0.022
0.07
0.082
0.026
0.107
0.11
0.081
0.421

36.5
38.6
40.5
36.2
76.5
29.6
25.8
23.1

T1

Julian Shun
Rand1
T72h SU

24.3
131.0
330.0
84.1
290.0
154.0
116.0
133.0

0.676
3.72
9.88
2.61
6.76
4.19
2.17
3.4

Rand2
T1 T72h SU

35.9
35.2
33.4
32.2
43.3
36.8
53.5
39.1

321
1890
4190
955
5730
1680
2210
1150

8.97
39.4
121
28.6
79.8
44.5
31.8
33.6

35.8
48.0
34.6
33.4
71.8
37.8
69.5
34.2

Rand3
T1 T72h SU
2.18
40.8
70.5
57.3
54.0
68.0
41.0
87.3

0.047
0.82
1.07
1.6
1.0
1.09
0.866
1.18

Orkut-group
T1 T72h SU

46.4
49.8
65.9
35.8
54.0
62.4
47.3
74.0

0.551
7.58
11.6
6.88
14.7
9.86
13.7
96.6

0.021
0.141
0.18
0.119
0.261
0.411
0.831
3.34

26.2
53.8
64.4
57.8
56.3
24.0
16.5
28.9

T1
2.71
10.7
11.0
5.27
7.04
17.8
12.5
23500

Web
T72h SU
0.068
0.517
0.478
0.27
0.245
2.09
0.965
707.0

39.9
20.7
23.0
19.5
28.7
8.52
13.0
33.2

LiveJournal
T1 T72h SU
0.754
3.66
4.01
2.66
5.56
4.92
6.13
16.9

0.022
0.099
0.081
0.062
0.118
0.434
0.325
0.905

34.3
37.0
49.5
42.9
47.1
11.3
18.9
18.7

Table 3. Sequential times (T1 ) and 72-core with hyper-threading (T72h ) times (seconds), as well as the parallel speedup (SU).
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Figure 4. Running times of dense, sparse, and hybrid traversals on com-Orkut using 72 cores with hyper-threading.
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Figure 5. Running times of dense, sparse, and hybrid traversals on LiveJournal using 72 cores with hyper-threading.

Figure 7. Running times as a function of threshold on LiveJournal using 72 cores with hyper-threading.

all of the algorithms, we see that the hybrid traversal is the
the fastest or tied for the fastest among the three cases.
We found the default threshold to work reasonably well
across all our applications and inputs. We show the running
time as a function of threshold for several applications on
com-Orkut and LiveJournal in Figures 6 and 7. We see that
the performance is similar across a wide range of thresholds.
In Table 4, we report the memory, percentage of cycles
stalled due to memory accesses, and LLC local miss rate for
several algorithms on com-Orkut, Rand1, and LiveJournal.
We see that the cache miss rate and memory bandwidth is the

highest for the random hypergraph, Rand1, as the edges have
very little locality. The memory bandwidth is close to the
peak bandwidth of the machine, and the algorithms on Rand1
are memory bandwidth-bound. com-Orkut and LiveJournal
exhibit locality in their structure, and thus have lower cache
miss rates, and require fewer requests to DRAM, thereby
lowering the memory bandwidth. However, a decent fraction
of the cycles are still stalled waiting for memory accesses,
making the algorithms memory latency-bound. All of the
algorithms bene�t from spatial locality when traversing the
adjacency list in the bipartite representation.
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Algorithm

Fraction of
Cycles Stalled

Hypertree
BC
CC
PageRank
SSSP
WE k -core

0.364
0.462
0.444
0.79
0.5
0.367

com-Orkut
LLC
Miss Rate
0.122
0.111
0.089
0.24
0.098
0.358

PPoPP ’20, February 22–26, 2020, San Diego, CA, USA

Memory
Bandwidth

Fraction of
Cycles Stalled

Rand1
LLC
Miss Rate

Memory
Bandwidth

Fraction of
Cycles Stalled

144.7
131.1
134.4
123.1
132.1
53.86

0.726
0.804
0.837
0.927
0.842
0.573

0.551
0.808
0.833
0.933
0.781
0.422

161.7
161.8
147.5
146.6
146.2
140.1

0.28
0.35
0.40
0.69
0.49
0.39

LiveJournal
LLC
Miss Rate
0.161
0.097
0.044
0.163
0.057
0.286

Memory
Bandwidth
135.5
120.1
126.1
104.0
123.2
72.5

Table 4. Fraction of cycles stalled on memory requests, LLC local miss rate, and memory bandwidth (GB/s). All experiments
use 72 cores with hyper-threading.

Comparison with Alternatives. While it is di�cult to directly compare with HyperX and MESH as they are designed
for distributed memory, we �rst perform a rough comparison
in terms of the running times reported in their papers [41, 46].
MESH reports a running time of about 1 minute per iteration on com-Orkut using a cluster of eight 12-core machines,
and HyperX reports a running time of about 10s using a
cluster of eight 4-core machines (HyperX’s algorithm is for
random walks, which does less work than PageRank per
iteration). In contrast, one iteration of Hygra’s PageRank on
com-Orkut takes 0.083s on 72 cores and 3.31s on one thread.
Even adjusting for di�erences in processor speci�cations, we
are signi�cantly faster than their reported parallel numbers
using just a single thread, and orders of magnitude faster
in parallel. The large di�erence in performance of MESH
and HyperX compared to Hygra is due to the higher communication costs of distributed memory and overheads of
Spark.
We also ran MESH on our 72-core machine, and did a
sweep of the parameter space (partition strategy and number of partitions), and the best running time we obtained for
one iteration of PageRank on com-Orkut was over 2 minutes, which is much slower than Hygra’s time. MESH reports
competitive performance with HyperX [41], and so we expect the performance of HyperX to be in the same ballpark.
For frontier-based algorithms our speedups would be even
higher as HyperX and MESH require work proportional to
the hypergraph size on every iteration whereas we only do
work proportional to the frontier size plus the sum of its
out-degrees. We ran the single-source shortest paths algorithm from MESH (which works on unit weights and so is
similar to our hypertree algorithm) on our 72-core machine
and observed that for com-Orkut just the �rst iteration takes
over 1 minute. This is much slower than the Hygra time for
running the algorithm to convergence.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, another method for representing a hypergraph is to create a clique among all vertices
for each hyperedge, store the result as a graph (known as
the clique-expanded graph), and apply graph algorithms on
it. This approach would work for algorithms that do not
treat hyperedges di�erently from vertices, such as hypertree,

connected components, and single-source shortest paths (for
algorithms that treat the hyperedges specially, this approach
would generate incorrect results). We show the number edges
in the clique-expanded graph for each of our inputs in Table 2.
We see that the sizes are several orders of magnitude greater
than the corresponding hypergraph using the bipartite graph
representation. As a baseline, we ran Ligra’s breadth-�rst
search, connected components, and SSSP implementations
on the clique-expanded graph for Friendster (which is 235x
larger than the bipartite representation) on 72 cores. Breadth�rst search took 0.061s, which is 2.8x slower than Hygra’s
hypertree implementation (see Table 3). Connected components took 2.35s, which is 28.7x slower than Hygra. SSSP
took 3.27s, which is 30.6x slower than Hygra. The overhead
is due to additional edge traversals in the clique-expanded
graph. However, the running time overhead is not as high as
the space overhead, since the clique-expanded graph is much
denser and has better locality. The overhead is only 2.8x for
breadth-�rst search since the dense traversal optimization
allows many edges to be skipped.

7

Conclusion

We have presented a suite of parallel hypergraph algorithms
with strong theoretical guarantees. We implemented the
algorithms by extending the Ligra graph processing framework to handle hypergraphs. Our experiments show that the
algorithms achieve good parallel scalability and signi�cantly
better performance than prior work. Future work includes
extending graph optimizations for locality and scalability
(e.g., [7, 53, 57, 85, 92, 96, 97, 101]) to hypergraphs.
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A
A.1

Artifact Description
Abstract

The artifact contains the code for the Hygra framework and
implementations of the parallel hypergraph algorithms using
Hygra. We provide instructions for obtaining or generating
the datasets used in this paper as well as scripts for running
the experiments in the paper.
A.2 Description
A.2.1 Check-list (artifact meta information)
• Algorithms: The artifact includes parallel hypergrpah algorithms for betweenness centrality, maximal
independent set, k-core decomposition, hypertrees,
connected components, PageRank, and single-source
shortest paths.
• Compilation: A compiler with support for Cilk Plus is
used to compile the code. The experiments in the paper
used g++ version 5.5.0, which has support for Cilk Plus.
(While Hygra can also be compiled with OpenMP, the
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numbers reported in the paper are obtained using Cilk
Plus.)
Datasets: The datasets consist of real-world hypergraphs from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection (SNAP) [59] and the Koblenz Network Collection (KONECT) [55], as well as synthetic random
hypergraphs that we generated.
Run-time environment: A Linux operating system
should be used and numactl should be installed. The
experiments in the paper used Ubuntu 16.04. Python
2.7 is used for running the scripts.
Hardware: An x86-based multicore machine should
be used. The experiments in the paper used a Dell
PowerEdge R930 with four 2.4GHz 18-core E7-8867 v4
Xeon processors and a total of 1TB of RAM.
Output: Running times of the algorithms are output
to the console.
Experiment Work�ow: Clone the repository and
use the provided scripts to run the experiments.
Publicly available? Yes.

A.3 Installation
After cloning the repository and installing the software dependencies, the provided scripts can be used to compile and
execute the programs. The code for the hypergraph algorithms is in the apps/hyper/ directory and can be compiled
manually by navigating to that directory and typing “export
CILK=1; make -j”. The programs in the utils/ directory
can be compiled in the same way.
For inputs where the total number of neighbors of vertices
and hyperedges exceeds 232 1, the LONG environment variable should be de�ned prior to compilation. For inputs where
the total number of vertices and hyperedges exceeds 232 1,
the EDGELONG environment variable should be de�ned prior
to compilation.
A.4

The runall script at the top-level directory will run all experiments without the large Rand2 input and the cliqueexpanded Friendster graph. The runall-quick script at the
top-level directory will skip the scalability tests for all of the
inputs except for a small dataset, and will also skip the experiment on varying thread counts on Rand1. These two scripts
will download the necessary datasets for the experiments.
Individual experiments may be run as described below.
To download all of the datasets, navigate to the inputs/
directory and type “./download_datasets”. This will take
a few hours. The following command line arguments may be
passed to the download_datasets script to download only
a subset of the datasets: LARGE will download only the large
datasets (Rand2 and the clique-expanded Friendster graph);
RAND1 will only download the Rand1 dataset for testing performance on varying thread counts; SIZES will only download the random hypergraphs of varying sizes for testing
performance as a function of input size; and DIRECTION will
only download the com-Orkut and LiveJournal datasets for
testing the performance of sparse, dense, and hybrid traversals as well as the performance of using di�erent thresholds
in the direction optimization.
The run_scalability script provided in the apps/hyper/
directory will run all of the hypergraph algorithms both on
a single thread and on all available cores of the machine. By
default, all datasets except Rand2 will be used. This script
will take several days to complete. To include Rand2 in the
experiments, type “./run_scalability LARGE”. To run the
experiments on only a small dataset, which will terminate
quickly, type “./run_scalability QUICK”.
The run_varying_threads script in the apps/hyper/ directory will run all of the algorithms on a varying number
of threads on the Rand1 dataset.
The run_varying_hyperedges script in the apps/hyper/
directory will run all of the algorithms using all available
cores on random hypergraphs with a varying number of
hyperedges.

A.2.2 How Delivered
The artifact is available on Github at h�ps://github.com/
jshun/ppopp20-ae.
A.2.3

Experiment Work�ow

Hardware Dependencies

An x86-based multicore machine should be used for the experiments. To run all experiments, 1TB of RAM is needed.
However, 200GB of RAM is su�cient to run all of the experiments except for the ones on Rand2 and the clique-expanded
graph for Friendster. The total storage required for all of
the datasets is 1TB. Excluding the large datasets (Rand2 and
the clique-expanded graph for Friendster), the total storage
required is 313GB.
A.2.4 Software Dependencies
A Linux operating system with numactl should be used to
run the experiments. The artifact uses Cilk Plus for parallelism, and so a compiler with support for Cilk Plus should
be installed. Python 2.7 is used for running the scripts.
A.2.5 Datasets
The real-world hypergraphs were downloaded from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection (SNAP) [59] and
the Koblenz Network Collection (KONECT) [55], and converted to Hygra format using the communityToHyperAdj
and KONECTtoHyperAdj programs, respectively, provided in
the utils/ directory. The synthetic hypergraphs were generated using the randHypergraph program in the utils/
directory.
For the weighted versions of the hypergraphs, weights
were added using the adjHypergraphAddWeights program
in the utils/ directory.
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The run_directions script in the apps/hyper/ directory
will test the parallel performance of sparse, dense, and hybrid
traversals for all of the algorithms on the com-Orkut and
LiveJournal datasets.
The run_thresholds script in the apps/hyper/ directory
will test the parallel performance of all of the algorithms
on the com-Orkut and LiveJournal datasets using di�erent
thresholds for the direction optimization.
The run_clique script in the apps/ directory will test
the parallel performance of breadth-�rst search, connected
components, and SSSP in Ligra on the clique-expanded graph
for Friendster.
A.5

A.6 Experiment Customization
If numactl is not installed, the scripts can be modi�ed to
run without numactl by deleting the “numactl -i all”
statements (potentially with some performance degradation
on multi-socket machines).
Individual hypergraph algorithms can be tested by running the executables in apps/hyper/ with the desired dataset
as input. The “-s” �ag should be passed if the hypergraph is
symmetric. For traversal algorithms, one can pass the “-r”
�ag followed by an integer to indicate the ID of the source
vertex (by default, vertex 0 is used as the source). The programs are run for three trials by default, but one can change
the number of trials by passing the “-rounds” �ag followed
by an integer indicating the desired number of trials.
To test on other hypergraphs, datasets with communities
can be downloaded from the Stanford Large Network Dataset
Collection (SNAP) [59] and bipartite graphs can be downloaded from the Koblenz Network Collection (KONECT) [55].
SNAP datasets can be converted to Hygra format using
the communityToHyperAdj program in the utils/ directory.
KONECT datasets can be converted to Hygra format using
the KONECTtoHyperAdj program in the utils/ directory.

Evaluation and Expected Result

The results of the scalability experiments correspond to the
numbers reported in Table 3 and Figure 2. The results of
the experiments on random hypergraphs of di�erent sizes
correspond to the numbers reported in Figure 3. The results
of the experiments on di�erent traversal modes correspond
to the numbers reported in Figures 4 and 5. The results of
the experiments on di�erent thresholds for the direction
optimization correspond to the numbers reported in Figures 6
and 7.
The running times obtained in the experiments may di�er
from the numbers reported in the paper if a di�erent machine
and/or compiler is used.
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